
"In A Time Of Universal Deceit, Telling The Truth Becomes A Revolutionary Act" - George Orwell, Author ..... "All

stages. First: It Is Ridiculed, Second: It Is Violently Opposed, And Third: It Is Accepted As Self-Evident" – Arthur Sch

Northerntruthseeker

Monday, March 25, 2019

The Christchurch "Shooting" Is Indeed A Fake: New
Updates Show What Else Is WRONG With That Event!
As I stated in yesterday's rant... I am NOT fooled at all by this latest "shooting" at that mosque in Christchurch New Zealand, and I

have again and again presented that "shooting video" for everyone to watch closely for themselves, and not be swayed by the

BULLSHIT that this video is somehow "offensive" to watch!   I have been exploring ALL of my readers to sit down and actually watch

the entire 16 minutes of this fraud in action for themselves and NOT be swayed by the liars in the media and the disgusting liars in

the so called 'social media' outlets that have been demanding that nobody watch the fraud or be somehow "penalized"...... I am a

truth seeker, and after watching that piece of garbage now well over a dozen times and taking note of different aspects of the fraud

each time I have viewed it, I can unequivocally 100% state that the entire shooting was indeed a HOAX and most probably NOBODY

actually died in this event!

In fact, I do want to present the following updates to the continuing saga of that fraud event in New Zealand, from none other than

Jim Stone over at www.jimstone.is.... I am absolutely pleased to say that Jim hits the nail on the head with these updates, and I do

want readers to view the latest right here for themselves:

It appears (but I can't find proof) that the Christchurch mosque was NOT a re-purposed structure. IF it was custom built as a mosque from

the ground up, the prayer positions would be possible to line up the way they appear in the video, but they'd still never be in the hallway or

installed as pictured. And regardless, the carpet won't put blue socks on a dead man's feet.

Another gaffe in this: Mosques don't have tons of side rooms as pictured in the video, they are (practically without exception) just a huge

prayer area with a foyer. So having so many side rooms would strongly indicate that wherever this "shooting happened", it was done in a

re-purposed structure, as I state below. You don't have half the people praying in rooms where they can't see who is leading a prayer. It

has to be a hoax mosque.

Christchurch: FINAL ANSWER:

The only thing that makes sense is the entire mosque was green screen that used a real mosque from the

outside, and a different location for the inside. Either way, the blue sock man proves, without question, the

shooting never happened. SCROLL DOWN TO THE HEADLINE: I can now shamelessly and without question

state the Christchurch shooting was fake for irrefutable proof the shooting was done in multiple video takes,

and a continuity error BLEW IT. There is no question - the shooting never happened. The rest is just figuring

out how they faked it.

UPDATE TO BELOW:

I'll log in and clean up the details below later, because in custom built mosques, prayer carpets do line up. But

they are NEVER in the halls, where you can't see whoever is leading prayer. 

We may have a situation with this where the entire video is blue screen that simply used the face of a real

mosque, but inside it was a different location. Hollywood does that all the time, and it looks real. That is

probably what really happened.

BUSTED AGAIN: JUST FROM THE LINKED PHOTO!
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This "mosque" is likely a blue screen someone put together. Look at the prayer spot patterns in the carpet. Look down the little side hall -

there is yet another "prayer spot" marked out on the carpet there. I'm not going to go into how odd it is that there are prayer spots in the

hallway carpet at all, (this is very strange because you are supposed to be able to see the guy leading the prayer, if you can't see him you

can't do the prayer and NO MOSQUE is going to go to the expense of putting that kind of carpet where no one can pray because they

can't follow the leader (another problem) but the one that is in that little entryway takes the cake - you can't pray with your head against the

wall, there has to be a few feet in front of you, it is simply the rules so it can't be there. 

CONCLUSION: This is an Ocasio Cortez mosque assembled in a green room by people who did not know how Muslims would

actually set up a real mosque, OR it is actually a real structure and someone paid whatever it took to set up an elaborate prop for

a hoax video. Hollywood does it all the time, but usually when Hollywood does something they get the details right.  No shoes at

the door either, which means that particular door is not used, it just happens to be there, you CANNOT wear your shoes on that

type of carpet no matter what, you can't leave without your shoes, they HAVE TO be by the door. No shoes by any door in any

mosque that cuts straight to prayer carpet means that door is not used, ANOTHER Ocasio style blunder. 

Bottom line: Because the Christchurch mosque was a re-purposed structure, the prayer carpet would never line up so perfect

Folks, just through observation of this one scene alone, you can prove this is not a real mosque. Too many

errors were made, it would be pointless to put that carpet in a hall where no one can see the prayer being led,

plus it would not be in the side hall that did not allow enough room, PLUS there are no shoes by the door, a

DEAD GIVEAWAY, AND:

HERE IS THE CLINCHER THAT TOTALLY CINCHES THIS AND PROVES IT IS A FAKE MOSQUE: The position of

Mecca is totally random and the video shows the "mosque" clearly lined up with the surrounding streets, yet

the prayer carpet is in perfectly straight lines which is not possible. In a real mosque where buildings line up

with the surrounding streets, the prayer positions on the carpet will ALWAYS, WITHOUT EXCEPTION, have at

least SOME angle to them because your direction of prayer points to Mecca, which is random depending on

your position on the globe. Mecca is in fact not "east". As a result, in mosques that have pre-marked out

prayer rugs, the prayer positions are always at an angle, they don't line up with the walls. Here is an example

of how a mosque prayer carpet is really installed in locations where the mosque was not originally built to be

a mosque (everywhere in the "western world") where mosques, (including obviously from the video in this

case) are re-purposed buildings that were not originally built as mosques:
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the prayer positions shoot straight down a hallway without even an inch of deviation from the walls. Muslims would never set

one up that way even if the building did magically line up perfect anyway, and no shoes by the door takes the cake - it's not real,

END OF DISCUSSION.

The video was either done in multiple takes, or was created by an AI that screwed up. The mosque may or may not even be real. It is

THAT BAD. I'll try to log in later to upload the most damning evidence yet, but for now I will embed it from elsewhere.

In the video, a man was laying in the hallway, not wearing socks. The shooter runs past him to "get his other gun." On the way back in

the same victim is laying in approximately the same position (everyone moved a little, but it is obviously at least trying to be the

same scene AND THE SAME VICTIM IS WEARING BLUE SOCKS. Not possible if he really is dead on the floor. 

The following report contains the photo that proves what I said above

I can now shamelessly and without question state the

Christchurch shooting was fake

FOLKS, THIS IS WHY THE VIDEO IS BANNED, AND IS A CRIME TO HAVE IN NEW ZEALAND - IT HAS

CONTINUITY PROBLEMS EITHER INTRODUCED BY AN AI THAT DID NOT REMEMBER IT ALL, OR CAUSED

BY DOING THE VIDEO IN MORE THAN ONE TAKE. HERE IS A PROBLEM NO ONE CAN ARGUE, THAT BY

ITSELF PROVES THIS SHOOTING DID NOT HAPPEN:
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 This image is

hosted by the enemy, posted by the "good guys" where the enemy can remove it. So save it just in case it vanishes before I actually log in

to host it from here. This error on the part of the production crew is in the original video also. GAME OVER, I know there are over a

thousand people from NZ who read this site and I suggest they print this ASAP and start showing it to people, along with a clear

explanation as to what is going on. NZ is getting REAMED by this shooting, Clinton&Co need a safe place to set up a new fiefdom and

unfortunately NZ was all too willing to allow this to happen. Now I believe Podesta really was there helping to stage this and that the video

was a complete production that was simply played as a "live stream" after the final cut.

NTS Notes:  I am also going to tell readers that YES, I am indeed disgusted with Jim Stone in terms of his stupid love affair with that

criminal US President Donald Drumpf... Jim like so many others in the alternative media have "drank the koolaid" in regards to the

criminality of that Jew butt kissing fool... However, just like so many others in the alternative media, Jim does make mistakes, and I

will say that he is absolutely spot on in terms of his own findings in regards to the fraudulent Christchurch "massacre"...

And of course the Jew spew media is still trying to hype this staged event in trying to brainwash so many idiots out there that we

need "'gun control" legislation to somehow "curb violence".... But of course these liars in the media are all bought and paid for

stooges that are obeying their Jewish masters that control their networks in trying to sell the bullshit of "gun control" down the throats

of gullible people.... People must at all cost keep their guns, for those are their "last line of defence" against their own governments if
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Posted by Northerntruthseeker at 10:42 PM

and when the criminals in charge decide to try to put their one world government and police states around the world in place....

Hopefully people have all the facts they need now to spread the word to the gullible people out there that this "shooting" was indeed

fake much like most other "shootings" before it!   

And as a bonus here... Here is that LINK to the original "shooting video" for everyone that still has not watched it, to take the time to

go over it carefully for themselves.... You will indeed see dozens of errors in this entire production just like I have discovered so far.....

AND please take this video link and give it to others to watch and see the fraud for themselves, making sure that everyone no longer

falls for the lie that this "video" is somehow "too violent" to watch:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/NfEhOg4nONuC/

Again, please click on this video link and have no fear in seeing the fraud unfold for yourselves..

More to come

NTS

Post a Comment

3 comments:
Unknown said...

Good morning NTS,

While I agree with most of JS' comments,

His assertion regarding Christchurch' Al Noor mosque positioning is wrong,

One only has to use GGle Earth to see that it actually IS aligned with Mecca.

That explains why the Carpet's alignment is parallel with the building.

As for the presence of the design on the carpet in the room on the right,

It's because that is the Women praying room,

which has a window style opening in the wall that allows for a direct view toward the Imam's niche.

Having seen a few small Mosques in Canada, I can confirm that they DO have many small rooms / offices.

March 26, 2019 at 5:06 AM

Northerntruthseeker said...

I have had several comments made about this article from some other person calling themselves "unknown"..... I have banned

them due to the swearing and name calling in the article which I will NOT tolerate here ever...

If someone wants to do a debate over the issue at hand, there are better ways than just name calling and swearing.. Such

usage only weakens a person's claims...

March 26, 2019 at 8:19 PM

Northerntruthseeker said...

And I have no qualms in noting the major discrepancies that we see in the video.... The disappearing cartridges from the "gun

firing" is a major red flag, along with the placement of the 'bodies' both along the corridor and in the room is another... Then we

have the socks/no socks on that supposed victim in the hallway that is a major red flag and means that they did the video in

multiple shoots with victims moved in between takes....

Those alone raise tremendous red flags and show that there is something afoot here...

Look, Jim Stone may not be right about EVERYTHING, BUT even being right about some of what he claims means that this

was a set up....

And again, debating the issue without swearing is absolutely a must here, and again I will never allow this site to be filled by

those who want to only scream and shout rather than try to use some critical thinking..

March 26, 2019 at 8:23 PM
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